
Salmo Whacky lure Green Fluoro GF 12cm

Salmo

Product number: WY12F-GF
Weight: 0.01 kg
10,49 € * 10,49 €

Salmo Whacky Lure Crankbait

This Salmo lure created in cooperation with Finnish trolling masters. Thanks to unique lip shape and precise 
weight balance, Whacky action is absolutely inimitable and irregular. Offered in one size – 12 cm and 
floating (F) version only.

This lure is designed for trolling for trout, landlocked salmon, seatrout and zander. You can use this lure 
from spring to fall, because the action changes depending on the trolling speed, that you can control 
yourself. It works on shallow water, on top of deep water and in any depth with sinker/diver disc/downrigger 
as you like. Even though this lure is perfect for trolling it still can be used also in river fishing in strong 
streams. The round lip gives to lure attractive unstable action.

You can see from the first kick that the action is sensitive, unstable, and the action changes all the time 
depending on the trolling speed. With slow speed the lure action is more stable/slow, for cold water fish. 
When you increase the speed, the personality of the lure changes and the action becomes more fast, the lure 
start to go side to side and shake. The swimming balance of the lure is made by using foam on the body of 
the lure, which makes the lure more floatable and the round swimming lip makes the unique swimming 
action possible. The lure also makes attractive noice in the water, when the hooks hit the body.

In the Salmo offer since - 2012
Available sizes: 12 cm
Available versions: Floating (F)
Deadly effective colours
Unique Action
Unique polycarbonate lip
Through-wire construction
Individually Hand Tuned & Tank Tested



Premium Black Nickel VMC Hooks

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=3833c69e22d4fd9b05ec0e8a71ea96d6

